A new proof is given of the following result:
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H. Tverberg where | p. -p. | < e , i = 1, ..., K . We choose ft strongly independent, as defined by Reay [4] , and prove the theorem for ft , which suffices.
Strong independence of ft means that for each t and for any t affine subspaces B. , ... , B. of FT , spanned by pairwise disjoint subsets of ft , dim(B n ... n B.) = max(-l, dim B + ..
. + dim B ~{t-l)d) .
Consider a partition in ft , that is a partition of a subset of ft , consisting of disjoint non-empty sets ft-, , ft, , having the property that conv fl n ... n conv ft, ± 0 . Such partitions exist by the case m = k of the theorem. Choose such a partition for which the distance from conv ft. to conv fl. n ... n conv ft, is minimal. If this distance is zero, we are through, and so we assume it to be positive. A contradiction will now be obtained by showing that some other partition in ft will make the distance considered smaller.
Let q € conv ft-and r € conv ft. n ... n conv ft, be a pair of points realizing the distance. By Caratheodory's theorem there is a simplex, with vertex set ft' c ft , such that q is in the relative interior of conv ft' . Replacing ft. by ft' , we may thus assume that q is in the relative interior of conv ft Q . Similarly, we may assume that each conv ft. , i = 1, ..., It , is a simplex with r in its relative interior. Putting A. = aff ft. , the affine hull of ft. , we then get
We now want to prove that (2 u ... u ft, is a proper subset of ft , which will leave us some point p . to add to a suitable ft. so as to [2] have proved that our theorem remains valid in any affine space over an ordered division ring. The proof given above can be modified so as to show this. Finally I would like to call the reader's attention to the recent survey papers by Eckhoff [3] and Reay [5] , which
give a lot of information on Radon's theorem and related matters.
